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When the first atom bomb exploded, only a few individuals realized that it marked the beginning of a new consciousness. As Margaret Mead observed in 1970, "to this day, the majority of those over twenty-five have failed to grasp emotionally, however well they may grasp intellectually, the difference between any war in which, no matter how terrible the casualties, mankind will survive, and one in which there will be no survivors."¹ It is, Mead says, the children growing up in the post World War II era who have been most intensely aware of the discontinuity and potential chaos arising out of man's increased capacity for self-annihilation. In a world in which adults can no longer persuasively transmit to their young the moral and social imperatives which have guided previous generations, the children, who know more about uncertainty than their elders, must find their own way in surviving this knowledge.

No writer for children has been more deeply concerned with their responses to the uncertainties of the postwar era than Lucy Boston, the British author of the five books in the Green Knowe series: The Children of Green Knowe (1954), Treasure of Green Knowe (1958),² The River at Green Knowe (1959), the Carnegie Award winning A Stranger at Green Knowe (1961), and An Enemy at Green Knowe (1964). In an article in Hornbook, Boston observes that "the young of today are suffering less from growing pains than from a racial wound. A generation that invented and used the atom bomb deserves the contempt of its heirs while they invent more and worse. If, looking at the world they were born into, they see the evolution of man and all the sufferings of individuals from the Ice Age until now as ending in the lunacy of hydrogen bombs all around, what value is there for them in past, present or future?"³

Boston's reference to a "racial wound" suggests that she shared Jung's belief in a collective unconscious, in which each generation inherits a living system of reactions and aptitudes determining the individual life in invisible ways. Although Boston believed that "the young of the race continue to be born with their hope intact," she feared that existence in a world in which human effort and progress culminate in
the madness of war would radically and permanently undermine this original faith in the impulse of the individual and the race towards growth and self-development. It is, she explains, her sense of the "present pessimism" of the young that accounts for the fact that "all of my child heroes . . . are dispossessed and looking for what they have lost." Tolly, whose parents are in Colonial Burma, Ping, a Chinese refugee, Oskar, whose father has been shot in Russia, Ida, who detests her mother's social life, and even Hanno, the young gorilla in *A Stranger* who has been stolen from his native land and imprisoned in a London zoo—all are radically separated from the past and have suffered deep wounds to their integrity, their belief in the continuity and wholeness of the world and indeed of their own personalities.

As I will suggest, in her *Green Knowe* books Boston hoped to provide children with the images and processes by which they might recover their lost wholeness. Within the common structure of the five books, "dispossessed" children come to visit or to seek refuge at an ancient manor house called *Green Knowe* and there encounter unexpected and transforming adventures with the house's past and present inhabitants. For as every reader of Boston knows, although Granny Oldknow is the house's sole permanent inhabitant, the manor is a timeless one in which a cast of characters whose lifespans extend from its origins to the present day co-exist and interact. It is the image of *Green Knowe* itself, however, which is by far the strongest presence in the books, its many-layered personality capable of shaping the consciousness of everyone who comes in contact with it. Its very name suggesting a growing and lasting knowledge, *Green...*
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No writer for children has been more deeply concerned with their responses to the uncertainties of the postwar era than Lucy Boston, the British author of the five books in the Green Knowe series: The Children of Green Knowe (1954), Treasure of Green Knowe (1956), The River at Green Knowe (1959), the Carnegie Award winning A Stranger at Green Knowe (1961), and An Enemy at Green Knowe (1964). In an article in Hornbook, Boston observes that "the young of today are suffering less from growing pains than from a racial wound. A generation that invented and used the atom bomb deserves the contempt of its heirs while they invent more and worse. If, looking at the world they were born into, they see the evolution of man and all the sufferings of individuals from the Ice Age until now as ending in the luxury of hydrogen bombs all around, what value is there for them in past, present or future?"

Boston's reference to a "racial wound" suggests that she shared Jung's belief in a collective unconscious, in which each generation
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